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NEW QUESTION: 1
An administrator uses VMware Data Recovery to make backups of
virtual machines. Checking on the backup jobs that were run the
previous evening, the administrator notices that some jobs
completed but that other jobs did not.
What are two possible causes for the failure? (Choose two.)
A. CPU utilization on the VDR appliance exceeded 90% before one
or more jobs executed.
B. The backup window was not open long enough to retrieve all

of the changed blocks.
C. Eight backup jobs were running simultaneously, causing new
jobs to fail to start.
D. The deduplication store had 400GB of available space before
the start of the affected jobs.
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
Reference:
http://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere50/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.
datarecovery.admin.doc_20%2FGUID-A1A9D27444EA-4237-A8DE-46D01CC
E673E.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Given the content of the /etc/quotas file, fill in the blank by
selecting the appropriate answer for the following statement:
"A CIFS user named wesson can use __________of disk space and
75K files in the /vol/wmv/proj1 qtree."
A. 60MB
B. 50MB
C. 100MB
D. 70MB
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
On the Alcatel-Lucent 7750 PGW, which of the following CLI
commands Is used to check the APN-AMBR enforced on the PGW for
a particular UE?
A. Show mobile-gateway pdn pdn-context imsi &lt;imsi-number&gt;
detail
B. Show mobile-gateway pdn ue-context
C. Show mobile-gateway pdn pdn-context
D. Show mobile-gateway pdn bearer-context imsi
&lt;imsi-number&gt; detail
E. Show mobile-gateway pdn ue-context imsi &lt;imsi-number&gt;
detail
F. Show mobile-gateway pdn bearer-context
Answer: A
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